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THE RANK of a singular point is that of the Hessian of the function at that point. We 
shall show below how the (equisingularity) classification of cubic functions on C3 with 
a singular point of rank 1 reduces to the classification of cubic functions on C’, as 
given in[5]; as this appears as a somewhat exceptional case in the general 
classification, it is worth treating separately. 
Affine cubic functions on C3 can be regarded as unfoldings of a homogeneous 
cubic function, with a singularity of type $. Their classification gives a stratification 
on the unfolding space which is a first approximation to the canonical stratification of 
Looijenga[2]. We shall see below that this rough stratification is irregular, and indeed 
fails to satisfy the frontier condition. To restore this it is necessary to subdivide the 
& stratum, by requiring that functions corresponding to cubic curves with certain 
values of the modular invariant j are assigned to separate strata. 
Since this is the application of primary interest, we restrict ourselves in this paper 
to functions F whose terms of degree 3 define a nonsingular cubic curve. 
1. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let F: C3+C be a cubic function with a singular point P of corank 2 (i.e. rank 1). 
By translating cqordinates we may suppose P at the origin. Adding a constant, we can 
take F(P) = 0. The linear terms in F vanish since F is singular at P. The matrix of 
quadratic terms agrees (up to a constant factor) with the Hessian matrix of F at P, so 
it has rank 1 and the quadratic terms form a perfect square. By a linear change of 
coordinates, we can take this as 2’. Thus 
F(x, Y, 2) = .z2 + f(x, y, 21, 
where f is homogeneous of degree 3. 
By hypothesis, .f = 0 represents a nonsingular projective cubic curve. The nature of 
the singularity at P is determined by the intersection of z = 0 with f = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1. The singular point P is of type D4, D5 or E6 according as z = 0 is a 
chord, ordinary tangent or inflexional tangent of the curve f = 0. 
This result is not difficult; a formal proof is given in[l]. 
Now the critical points of F occur at the solutions of 
()=aF=af 
ax ax 
()=E=af 
ay ay 
o=aF4z+af 
az a2 
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As we have three equations, each of degree 2, the total multiplicity of solutions is 8. 
None of these solutions can be at infinity (if we make the problem projective) since 
the curve f = 0 is nonsingular. 
We next establish a relation between the critical points other than P of F and the 
critical points of the function g(u, U) = f(u, u, 1) on C’. 
If (x0, yo, zo) # (0, 0,O) is a critical point of F then z. # 0 (otherwise aflax = #lay = 
dflaz = 0 at (x0, yo, zo), so by nonsingularity x0 = y. = z. = 0). Now aflax = aflay = 0 at 
(x0, yo, zo), hence also at (xo/zo, yo/zo, 1). Thus (xo/zo. yo/zo) is a critical point of g. 
Conversely if (uo, vo) is a critical point of g, aflax, aflay, aFlax and aFlay vanish at 
(uoz, voz, z) for any z. Evaluating Euler’s identity 
3f =x$+y-$+z$ 
at (uoz, uoz, z) we obtain 
3z3g(uo, uo) = 3z3f(uo, uo, 1) = 3f(uoz, voz, z) 
af = z-j-(uoz, ugz, z). 
- = 22 + 9 is equivalent to 
dF 
So (for z# 0), 0 = az 
az 
0 = 2z2 + z$(u,z, VOZ, z) = 2z* + 3z3g(uo, Vo), 
i.e. to z = z. = -2/{3g(uo, uo)}. 
Note that g(uo, uo) # 0 since the curve f = 0, hence 
nonsingular. We have thus established a bijection between 
than P) of F and the critical points of g. 
also g = 0, is supposed 
the critical points (other 
LEMMA 2. In the above bijection, corresponding critical points have the same type. 
Proof. The assertion almost follows by a continuity argument and conservation of 
multiplicities, but we will argue directly. 
We may suppose, by linear change of coordinates, that u. = u. = 0. Write A for 
g(O,O). Then 
F(uz, uz, z) - F(0, 0, zo) = z* + z3g(u, u) - zi - z&O, 0) 
= (z - zo)((z + zo) + (z2 + zzo + za)g(o,o)) + z3(g(u, u) - g(0, 0)) 
= (z - zo)2(1 + (z + 2zo)g(O, 0)) + z3(g(u, v) - g(0, O)), 
which is right equivalent to 
(z - zo)2 + (g(u, 0) - g(0, O)), 
so the singularities have the same type. 
Remark. 
F(uozo, u,,z,,, zo) = Z: + z;g(uo, u,,) = ;z; = 4/{27 g(uo, ~0)~). 
This calculation will be crucial for the next section. 
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Remark. The three cases of Proposition 1 correspond exactly to the divisions I, II, 
III of our previous paper[5] (for the function g). We saw there that the total 
multiplicity of critical points of g was 4, 3, 2 respectively; confirming the observation 
that the total multiplicity of critical points of F is always 8. 
2. CLASSIFICATION 
The above reduction allows us to associate to F an affine cubic function g of well 
determined type. If we write 
F(uz, uz, 2) = uz2 + z3g(u, u) 
then affine coordinate changes in u, t, correspond to linear changes in x, y and z which 
leave z fixed. Moreover 
cuF(uz, uz, pz) = affp2z2 + ap3z3g(u, u) 
so we can simultaneously reduce a to 1 and multiply g by an arbitrary constant. We 
may not, however, add a constant to g: it is the (nonsingular) affine cubic curve g = 0 
which determines F up to equivalence. 
In[5] we classified functions g up to equisingularity: there are 14 types containing 
nonsingular curves, labelled as follows: 
I a A,lA,lA,lA, P &lA,lA, Y 2A,IA,IA, 6 &/2A, 
E Ax/A, 5 3AJA, 71 AzlA2 0 D4 
II a A,lA,lA, P AdA, Y 2At?A, 6 A3 
III a AI/A, P A2. 
Here the symbols A,, AZ, 2A,, A3 and D4 describe the singularities of the singular 
level curves; different levels are separated by a slanting stroke. 
We have now shown that to a critical point of g with critical value K corresponds 
a critical point of F (of the same type) with critical value 4/27 K2. Thus the critical values 
+K of g determine the same critical value of F. If K,, K2 are two critical values of g, then 
taking g’ = g - i(K, + K2) gives an F’ (unless kK, + K2) is also a critical value) where 
these two critical values have ‘coalesced’. We shall denote such coalescence by replacing 
a slanting stroke / by a sign of equality. The new cases arising are thus as follows: 
I a’ A, = Al/Al/A, a” A, = AI/Al = A, B’ -42 = AI/A, p” AZ/A, = A, 
y’ 2A, = Al/A, y” 2A,lA, = A, 6’ A2=2A, E’ A3=A, 
5’ 3A,=A, 77’ A2=A2 
II a’ A, = AJA, /3’ A2=A, y’ 2A,=A, 
III a’ A, = A,. 
Recall again that F has the further critical point P, of type 0, (resp. 4, &,) if g is in 
division I (resp. II, III). Each of these fourteen cases does in fact occur, as will follow 
from the calculations in the next section. 
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3. CALCULATIONS 
Some calculations were performed in[S] in order to effect the above classification. 
However we now need to go somewhat deeper. It will be convenient to modify the 
normalisations previously used, so for division I we take 
g(u, u) = u3 + Y3 + 6auv + 3bu + 3CV + d. 
We begin by observing that the modular invariant j may be obtained from the 
cross-ratio of the four tangents from (1, -1, 0) to the curve (considered projectively). 
The line u + u = A meets the curve where 
0=u3+(A-u)3+4au(A-u)+3bu+3c(A-u)+d 
= (3h - 6a)u* + (-3A2 + 6aA + 3(b - c))u + A3 + 3cA + d 
so is a tangent when this has equal roots, i.e. 
0 = 4(A - 2a)(A3 + 3cA + d) - 3(-A* + 2aA + b - c)* 
=A4+4aA3+6(b+c-2a2)A2+4(d -3a(b+c))A -Sad -3(b -c)*. 
This quartic determines the tangents. Its invariants are 
Z = 12(a*+ bc -ad) 
J = 8a” + 20a3d - 36a’bc - 4(b) + c3) - d*. 
I3 
Now g = 0 is singular if J* - 3 
0 
= 0. This gives somewhat complicated quartic for d. 
If we replace d by d - t, then the critical values of g are the roots of the resulting 
quartic for t. 
In special cases we can exhibit this more clearly. 
Z/3 Set b = -a2(2h2 + he4), c = -a2(2h-* + h4). (Here a # 0, h4 f 1). Then P = (ah-*, 
ah*) has type A2 and Q = (a(2eh - he*), a(2eZzh-’ - Zr*)) have type A, (E = 21). 
g(P) = d - 2a3(h6+ 3 + h-% 
g(Q) = d + 2a3(h6 - 8eh3 +9-8~h-~ + II+), 
&Z = 2a4(h” + 3 + h+) - ad, 
J = 4a6(h3 - h-3) - (d - lOa’)* 
= {2a3(h6 - 7 + II-~) + d}{2a3(h6 4 3 -t II-~) - d}, 
and J*- :I , 
( > 
3 
as in all subsequent cases, is the product of the four critical values. 
Zr (c=b#O,a, * -3a*) The critical points (all of type A,) are 
R,=(a+v’-(b+3a*),a?+-(b+3a2)) 
S, = (-a r d/(a* - b), -a f t/(a* - b)) 
g(R+) = g(R_) = d + 8a3 + 6ab 
g(S,) = d + 4a3 - 6ab - 4e(a* - b)“* 
hZ=a4+b2-ad 
J = 8a6 + 20a3d - 36a2b2 - 8b3 - d*. 
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Ia (C = b = u* or Jr*= -1) P(-a, -a) has type Al, Qc = (a(1 + 2k), a(1 - 2k)) have 
type A,, 
g(P) = d - 2u3, g(Q) = d + 14u3, 
AI = -u(d - 2u3), J = -(d - 2u3)(d - 18u3). 
IE (c = b = -3u* or h = 1) P(u, a) has type A3, Q(-3u, -3~) has type A,, 
g(P) = d - 10u3, g(Q) = d + 54u3, 
$I = -u(d - lOu3), J = -(d - 10u3)*. 
IL (b = c = 0) Pi(-2uo’, -2uo*‘) and Q(0, 0) all have type A,, 
g(Pi) =‘d + 80~9 g(Q) = d 
;I = -u(d - US), J = -d2 + 20u3d + W. 
In (a = c = 0, b = -f*> Pc(cf, 0) (E = +l) both have type A*. 
g(Pc) = d + 2Ef3, 
&I =o, J = -d* + 4f6. 
I8 (a = b = c = 0) P(0, 0) has type D4, 
g(P) = d, I = 0 and J = -d*. 
From these calculations (which are subject to numerous cross-checks e.g. by 
specialising the value of b in I?, or by noting that a critical value of type AZ (or worse) 
must give a common zero of I and J) we can draw a number of conclusions. First, the 
equations of the strata (excluding la’ and Ia”) 
Ip’ d = 2u3(4eh3 - 3 + 4ch-‘) (c = 5) 
Ip” d = -2u3(h6 + 9 + h-6) 
I$ d= -6u3 + 2(uZ - b)3’2 
I,” d = -4u3 + 6ub 
IS’ d = -6u3 + = 8u4 J = -192~~ j = -8 
IE’ d = -22~~ &I = 32u4 J = -1024~~ j = 2 
15’ d = -4u3 ;I = 5u4 J = -88~~ j=y 
17' d=O AI=0 J = 4f6 j = 0. 
In the four latter we have given also the values of 1, J and j = 13/(J3 - 27J*). 
The equation of ICY’ is unpleasently complicated; for la” the coefficients of t and t3 in 
the quartic must vanish. Now the coefficient of t3 in 3 is u3 and in J* is 40u3 -4dso 
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d = -6~~. Substituting, 
;I = 4(at + bc + 7a4) 
J = -t2 - 32a3t - 148~~ - 36u*bc - 4(b3 + c3) 
so in J*- 3 we have 64uA’, where 
A’ = u8 - 6u4bc + 4u2(b3 + c3) - 3b2c2 
is the discriminant of u2(h3 + p3) + bh*p + CAP*. Thus Lx” fails into two parts: A’ = 0, 
d=-6u30ru=d=0. 
For division II, we take 
g(u, v)=Ull)fv*+bu+cv++d. 
The line u = A meets the curve where 
which has equal roots when 
0=A4+2cA2-4bA +(c*-d), 
a quartic with invariants I = ;c2 - d, 
8 
J=z-?c3 - ;cd - b*, 
so 
-I3 + 27J* = d3 - c*d* + 18b*cd - 16b2c3 + 27b4. 
As before, if we replace d by d -4t, the roots (for t) are the critical values of g. The 
discriminant (as cubic in d) is a multiple of b*(27b*+4~~)~. 
Replace d by d - u. The leading terms are now -u3 + 3du* - c*u*, so the sum of 
the roots (for u) is 3d - c* and there are two roots with sum zero if u = 3d - c* is a 
root, i.e. C* - 2d is a root of the above equation for d, i.e. 
0 = -8d3 + 8c2d2 - 2c*d - 36b*cd + 2b2c3 + 27b4. 
Hence this is the equation of the IIa’ stratum. We now consider special cases. 
Z&3 Set b = 2t’, c = - 3t*. Then P = (- t, t*) has type AI, Q = (2t, -it’) has type A,, 
4&P) = d - 12t4, 4g(Q) = d + 15t4, 
I = 12t4- d, J = t2(d - 12t4). 
ZIy (b =O) P = (0, -5) and Q2=(*V-c,0) have type AI, 
4g(P) = d - c2, 4gCQ-J = d, 
Z = $* - d, J = $8~’ - 9d). 
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IIS (b = c = 0) P = (0, 0) has type A3, 4g(P) = d, 
I = -d and J = 0. 
From this we deduce the other two strata. 
I@’ d = -it4 &I,4 
2 
J = -36 
2 
j=-] 
IIy ’ d+’ 
7 
J=54c3 
125 
j=w. 
Finally, if g is in division III, we set 
g(u, V) = u3 + v2 - 3a2u + d. 
We have critical points P, at (?a, 0) with 
g(P=) = d T 2a3. 
Thus IIIcY’ is given by d = 0 and II@ by a = 0. The line u = A is tangent if 
so 
A3-3a2,i+d=0, 
I = ;a2, J = -&j2. 
4. IRREGULAR POINTS OF THE STRATIFICATION 
Of the 28 strata listed in 02 there are 10 containing functions with just two critical 
levels (i.e. one other than that containing P). In each of these cases the function F is 
determined up to equivalence, hence so are f and the invariant of the curve f = 0. 
Now the stratum of F contains points of the $ stratum in its closure, since we have 
the specialisation 
F, = az2+f(x, y, z) 
in which we can let a -0. If F,(O s t G 1) is any such specialisation, with FO of type 
A?& the modulus of F0 is that of the cubic curve at 03, the limit of the intersection of F, 
with the plane at m. In the present case, all these intersections have the same modulus, 
hence so has the limit. This value j(f) is thus determined by the stratum of F; as the 
unique one permitting specialisation, i.e. in the closure of the stratum of E Thus the 
frontier condition for the stratification breaks down for these values of j. They were 
determined above, as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Regularity breaks down for the following values of j: 
IS’ D4/A2 = 2A, -8 I@’ DsIAz = A, -1 
IE’ D.,lA3 = A, 2 IIy ’ Ds/2A, = A, 
125 
27 
Ill D4/3A, =A, 125 4 IIS 4lA3 1 
17’ D.,IAz=Az 0 IIICY ’ &/A1=Al 1 
I@ 04104 0 II@ &IA2 0. 
This follows from the calculations already given: recall that j = 13/(13 - 27J2). 
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Although the five later cases on the list are not altogether unexpected, the first five 
still seem surprising. Curves with j = 0, 1 have extra symmetries: the most natural 
generalisation seems to be curves with complex multiplication. According to Serre[3] 
there are just 13 rational values of j corresponding to such curves. His list (note that 
his j is 1728 times ours) only overlaps the above in four places: 
j = 1, 0 with complex multiplication by Z[d - 11, Z[w = i(- 1 + d-3)] 
j = $, y complex multiplication by Z[d - 21, Z[d - 31. 
Of course, regularity may well break down also for the other 9 values on Serre’s list. 
5. CHARACTERISATIONS 
We now relate some of the lists above to the intrinsic geometry of the situation. 
We begin by characterising the cubic functions considered in this paper. 
THEOREM. Let F be a cubic function on C’ whose homogeneous terms define a 
nonsingular cubic curve. Then the following conditions on F are equivalent: 
(i) F has a critical point of corank 2. 
(ii) The net of quadrics defined by aFlax, aFlay and aFlaz is unstable in the sense of 
[41. 
(iii) The intersection of the Hessian surface H of F with the plane at infinity has a 
repeated component. 
Proof. If (i) holds, we can put F in the form F = z* + f(x, y, z) with f homo- 
geneous. Then the origin is singular on JFldx = 0 and on aFlay = 0, so has polar plane 
z = 0 with respect to all nonsingular quadrics of the net. Thus by Theorem 0.1 of [4] the 
net is unstable. Moreover the intersection of H with the plane at infinity is the 
discriminant curve of the net, so by Theorem 0.1, Corollary 2 of [41, (ii) implies (iii). 
Now suppose (iii) holds but (ii) does not. Then by p.246 of [4] the quadrics of the net 
have either a common conic or a common twisted cubic. Such a curve meets the plane 
at infinity in a point which must belong to the surface F = 0 and be singular on the 
curve of intersection, contrary to hypothesis. 
Finally suppose (ii) holds. If the quadrics of the net have a common line we obtain 
a contradiction as in the preceding paragraph. So by Theorem 0.1 of [4] we can find a 
point P and plane II containing P and touching all quadrics of the net at P. If P is at 
infinity we again find a contradiction to the nonsingularity condition. Thus P E C3, and 
I now claim that P is a critical point of F of corank 2. For we can take P at the origin 
and II as z = 0: then each of aFlax, aFlay and JFlaz must have zero constant term 
and linear term a multiple of z. So the terms of degree 62 in F have the form a + bz’, 
as required. 
Write F,, H, for the intersections of F = 0 and its Hessian surface with the plane 
at infinity. In a subsequent paper we shall obtain a relationship in general between 
critical points of F and points where H, touches F,. We content ourselves here with 
some sample calculations. 
For division I, with the above normalisation, H, is given by 0 = z*(xy - a’z*). First 
suppose a # 0. Then parametrise the conic as (ae2, a, 0): it meets F, where 0 = 
a’(@ + 68) + 1) + 3a(be4 + cf3*) + de3. In case c = b, we set 4 = 0 + 8-l when the sextic 
(which cannot have roots at 8 = 0 or 8 = 33) reduces to 
0 = a343 + 3(ab - a3)4 + (d + 6a3). 
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Intersections occur in pairs (6, 8-I): the two members of the pair coincide if 
0 = 8-l = 21, so cf, = -C2 i.e. if 
(# = 2) d+6ab+8a’=O (excluded as F, nonsingular) 
(#=-2) d-6ab+4a3=0 (W). 
Two pairs coincide if the equation has equal roots, i.e. 
0 = 4(ab - a3)3 + a3(d + fr~~)~, or d = -6a3 f 2(a2 - b)3’z 
defining case (17’). 
In case B(b = a’) we find that C$ = -2 a root is also excluded: IS’(d + 6a3 = 0) 
yields the cubic &3 = 0 with three equal roots. 
In case fe(b = -30% case k’(d + 22a3 = 0) yields (C#J +2)‘(# -4) = 0. In case 1[(b = 
0), case Iz’(d + 4a3 = 0) yields (4 - 1)2(4 + 2) = 0. So all these are discriminated by the 
intersection multiplicities (2211 for y’, 21 I1 1 for y”, 33 for a’, 411 for E’, 222 for c)_ 
Now consider the case a = 0. The line x = 0 meets F, where y3 + 3cyz2 + dz3 = 0 
which has equal roots if 4c3 + d2 = 0; all three coincide if c = d = 0. The lines x = 0, 
y = 0 meet on F;, if d = 0. On the other hand, F has criticat values d +. 2(-b)3’2+ 
2(-c)“*, so (if b3 f c3, bc# 0) we have type ICY’ if d2 = -4b3 or -4c3 and type 1~” if d = 0. 
If b3 = c3 # 0, we have fy’ if d* = -4b3 and 17” if d = 0. If b = 0 but cf 0, then 
4c3 + d2 f 0 by nonsingularity; we have 1~’ if d = 0. Finally if b = c = 0 then d# 0 by 
nonsingularity. 
For division II. we find that H, is given by z2(x2- yz). Taking the conic as (@, 26, 
4) we find the intersections with F, are given by 
O= e4+2ce2+4b0+2d. 
This quartic has invariants I = 2d + ic2, J = $d - b2 - kc3 so has equal roots if 
0 = 8d3 - 8c=d2 f 2c4d + 36b2cd - 2b3c3 - 27b4 = I3 - 27J2. 
This coincides with the condition defining 11~~‘. Here the root multiplicities are 2, 1, 1. 
To have two repeated roots (a perfect square) we need b = 0, c2 = 2d (UT’) or 
b = d = 0 (excluded); for a threefold root, the quartic is (0 - t)3(@ + 3t) so c = -3t2, 
b = 2t3, d = -:f4 (I@‘); for a fourfold root, b = c = d = 0 (excluded). 
Finally, for division III, JL is given by xz3. The line x = 0 meets F, where 
0 = z(y2 + dz2), so touches it only if d = 0 (Hh’). 
The above does not take account of the repeated component z of EL. Indeed, the 
crude intersection of z = 0 with F, determines our main ciassification (Proposition 1) 
but in fact this line of singular points conceals much other structure (see discussion of 
cases li, Iii in 1.6.2[4]) which appears more clearly in the general case. 
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